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I found solution for the problem that make Player 2 not be able to interact, buy/exit the shop, and basically, can't see the A
bubble near other characters or missions.. After so many time spending on the internet I almost gave up But now I can finally
play with my brother!:D (btw i'm using very old PC Joystick) I wanna make a guide for this but it's a little complicated so it's
gonna take some time.. The game's unique visual aesthetic draws directly from classic 1920s, 1930s animations by Disney,
Fleischer Studios and Ub Iwerks.

1. cuphead emulator
2. cuphead emulator online
3. cuphead emulator download

Overview Cuphead is a 2D co-operative shooter/platformer that consists solely of one-on-one.. Cuphead is slated for a release,
with an version announced at E3 2014 The developers also hope to create a version for the if the game is successful enough..
Not only does the game use animation film techniques but also marries it with an anachronistic history of video games, from
Street Fighter and Contra to Space Invaders.. Until then, if you have this problem don't give up!
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